
 

 
 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

Anime Village Announces the 1st of Four Genre  

Inspired Characters and Manga Titles 

 

Carmel Indiana, February 4, 2022 – Anime Village, a social Metaverse company built 

for fans of Anime, Manga and gaming, is exciting to announce the upcoming release of 

its all-original Manga series, Adamanto the Unbreakable. 

 

The first of four genre-inspired titles, which include Action, Adventure, Supernatural and 

Slice of Life, Adamanto will be featured in his own digital Manga title as well as NFTs, 

Anime Village’s My Anime App and several other online destinations. 

 

“We’re building this company for several reasons, but the biggest is we’re huge Anime 

and Manga fans ourselves,” says Anime Village CEO and Founder, Gary Phillips. 

“Realizing that there are no mixed reality social platforms or other online destinations 

that are tailor-made for this type of content, we wanted to create something for fans to 

really experience what they’re passionate about, letting them customize it to their exact 

needs and wants.” 

 



 

Anime Village’s plans include Metaverse and Web3 functionality, as well as the release 

of five innovative apps — the already mentioned selfie-taking My Anime, along with four 

others that will tie in social networking, live events and even one that’s dedicated to self-

publishing for aspiring creators.   

 

“This is a dream come true for anyone who loves Anime, Manga and great storytelling,” 

says Anime Village Chief Lore Officer and Founder, Bryan Soroka. “These original 

characters and worlds…and merging social, gaming and augmented reality to let fans 

engage with them how, when and with who they want…it really is revolutionary.” 

 

Adamanto is planned for release in Q2, 2022, with the following genres being launched 

throughout the remainder of the year. In the meantime, you can check out the teaser 

and reveal videos, along with other content on the company’s YouTube channel.   
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From building, buying and selling in the Metaverse and socializing on a one-of-a-kind 

entertainment platform to creating selfies on an intuitive app, NFTs and more — Anime 

Village is all about having fun and taking engagement to the next level. And we’re just 

getting started. Because we’re set to launch four all-original Manga titles via our 

production studio, along with introducing an all-new indie self-publishing platform to help 

aspiring creators succeed at doing what they love! 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCChwZed7bOmi3szKnf2zVXA

